OCCUPATION – OCQ
Target Group: SPs 16+

BOX 4

LOOP 2:
ASK OCQ.150-OCQ.380 FOR NON-SP HEAD IF AGE >= 16 AND NON-SP SPOUSE (RELATIONSHIP OF 'MARRIED' IN THE SCREENER) OF HEAD IF NON-SP SPOUSE AGE >= 16.

OCQ.150 The next questions are about {your/NON-SP HEAD'S/NON-SP SPOUSE'S} current job or business. Which of the following {were you/was} {NON-SP HEAD/NON-SP SPOUSE} doing last week . . .

- working at a job or business, ......................... 1 (BOX 7)
- with a job or business but not at work, .......... 2 (BOX 7)
- looking for work, or ........................................ 3 (BOX 7)
- not working at a job or business? ............... 4
- REFUSED ..................................................... 7 (BOX 7)
- DON'T KNOW ............................................... 9 (BOX 7)

OCQ.380 What is the main reason {you/NON-SP HEAD/NON-SP SPOUSE} did not work last week?

- TAKING CARE OF HOUSE OR FAMILY ...... 1
- GOING TO SCHOOL .................................... 2
- RETIRED ....................................................... 3
- UNABLE TO WORK FOR HEALTH REASONS........................................... 4
- ON LAYOFF .................................................. 5
- DISABLED..................................................... 6
- OTHER .......................................................... 7
- REFUSED ..................................................... 77
- DON'T KNOW ............................................... 99

BOX 7

END LOOP 2:
ASK OCQ.150 FOR NEXT TARGET PERSON (NON-SP HEAD OR NON-SP SPOUSE - RELATIONSHIP OF "MARRIED" IN THE SCREENER).
IF NO NEXT PERSON, GO TO END OF SECTION.